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At the Basingstoke MGOC’s Doughnut Run Sunday 27th September

Month
October

November
December

Date(s)
2–7
7
9 - 12
10
21

Event
MGOC MG Brittany 2015
Club Night – Empress of Blanding’s
MGOC Newmarket Weekend
Pumpkin Festival – RVC Park, Netley
Mid Monthly Meet, The Fisherman’s Haunt, Winkton

4
18
2
12
21

Club Night – Empress of Blanding’s
Mid Monthly Meet - Luzborough ,Romsey
Club Night – Empress of Blanding’s
Annual Christmas Dinner Dance –Moorhill House Hotel Burley
Mid Monthly Meet, Waterloo Arms, Lyndhurst

1009
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Please check the calendar on the Website for latest updates

Greetings all. September continued to confirm the busy schedule of events our club manages to undertake.
Club night was busy again with opportunity to hand over a cheque from the New Forest Run personally to
Jane Burton from Simon Says for £1,500. A cheque for £500 had been sent by post to Andrew Lane at the
charity Honeypot. Both organisations highlighted the value of the money raised and the positive effect it
has on the charities generally and the lives of the children and families in particular. Honeypot said ‘Your
support means that young carers can come to Honeypot House to have time to play, a home cooked dinner
and a warm bed’. Simon Says said the money donated ‘would be going towards our annual residential
weekend for 2016. This weekend is for up to 35 of the children we support who spend two nights at an
activity centre.’
Members visited the International Autojumble at Beaulieu whilst a contingent headed to Norfolk for a cottage
holiday in mid-September. Unsurprisingly the mid-monthly meeting at The Drift was not as busy as previous
times but even so a good turnout of the ‘usual lags’ made for a good evening despite the poor weather.
Linda, Nick, Belinda & David headed to the Area 10 regional event at Cricket St. Thomas and a strong
contingent drove to Worting House near Basingstoke to join the local area MGOC for their annual Doughnut
Run on the last weekend.
October starts to get a bit thin of events although our series of mid-monthly meetings continue at The
Fisherman’s Wharf at Winkton on 21st October.
Fiona has highlighted the situation with the editorship of the newsletter and provided ideas for someone,
not necessarily alone, to take this forward. This issue includes write-ups from various sources including a
technical one relating to tyres for MG TF’s.
An update for the Christmas Dinner has been circulated to all members with a request for final payments
and meal selections to be passed to Karen and I no later than the club meeting on Wednesday 4th
November. We now have 57 attendees so that leaves three places.

Editors Notes:
As I enter my last Editorial quarter with only 3 more issues to complete before
I retire, the response in finding someone else to take on the role has been
somewhat disappointing. At this time of year we seem to be slowing down, a
lot of Members have taken their cars off the road and those of us that are still
on the road are finding events few and far between. This current issue of the
Newsletter should reflect this however, September did seem to be quite busy.
Now is an ideal time to start a supported handover. I am happy to assist and
support anyone wishing to take on the role during these quiet months and even
into the busy part of 2016. So please have a serious think about it, you will not
be on your own and I have found that Members are really active at contributing
each month and is very rewarding for both the Editor and the readers!
Once again thanks to those who have contributed this month: Robin for the Doughnut Run, Andrew &
Jane Kettle for the Norfolk Trip, Belinda for the Cricket St. Thomas weekend and Jane Kettle for the Mid
Monthly info.
The next couple of months could be light on material so if you have had a road trip this year, even a
different or eventful day out in your car or could share some technical information - please put something
together for the forthcoming Newsletters. Thanks to Robin and Derek Baker for kicking this off with an
informative article on MF TF tyres.
Hope you enjoy reading this one.

Fiona

Photo Gallery: Thanks to Andrew Kettle who has provided some great photos of the Norfolk Trip and
the Basingstoke Doughnut Run and also the photos from the Team that went to Cricket St. Thomas.

The competition has now closed for the new banner photo for the 1009 Website. Suggestions will be
available in November’s Newsletter for Members to choose. Watch this space!

Updates:
New Forest Run 2016 – First meeting!!!!
We are looking to hold a first meeting for the 2016 New Forest Run in November at the Empress of
Blandings. Can a date please be identified at the meeting on 7th October so Robin can book the upper
room?

Thank you to those of you who very kindly commented on the article
I wrote for Enjoying MG about the New Forest Run 2015.
We shared our proud day in the September Issue with the Cotswold
Caper and the Surrey Run. Both of which, I have to add, were
excellent runs and write ups too.
The Club was awarded £40 for the article.
Fiona

Sunday Walks:
With less events on the road, it’s now time to look at getting our boots on and
kick off the Sunday walks (and lunches) again. Any suggestions welcome –
perhaps we can challenge ourselves this year and clock up a few extra miles.
Last year we enjoyed walks on the Isle of Wight, Mottisfont and Hengistbury
Head. I have put a link on the website in the Latest News page for current walks
in The New Forest. Take a look as this could be helpful in choosing our next
destination.

Member of the Year 2015
As we approach the autumn period it is that time of year for members to consider who, in their opinion,
should be considered for the annual open vote of who is ‘Member of the Year 2015’.
There are no criteria to assess; it is a personal reflection with opportunity being provided to all members. A
voting slip is attached after the Contacts section so you can remove from the newsletter, make your
nomination anonymously, and hand to the Club Secretary by mid-monthly November please.

Reports:
Norfolk Trip (Piggyback Barns) by Andrew & Jane Kettle
Our first trip away with the Club and what a nice experience it was. Journey up was a bit torrid, weather
appalling to start but improved later. M25 not good at the best of times.
It was out turn to have an “iffy” car this time and not Roy and Kris. The “reliable” Landrover started missfiring at Fleet services and the by the time we got to Newmarket people thought we had a machine gun on
board and John and Linda kept disappearing in our smoke screen. However during the next two days we
were chauffeured around by John and Linda, “Thank you very much”, and the car was fixed for our last day
and the return home with many thanks to TJC Landrovers.
Julie did and amazing job in finding us two beautifully converted barns to stay in “Piggyback Barns”. By
Monday pm we were all ensconced in our rooms, 4 couples in Woodpecker and 5 couples in Kingfisher.
We had booked an evening meal in advance at the Scullthorpe Mill which was very pleasant, Julie in charge
again.
Tuesday saw us all departing separately, all by different routes but spent the day bumping into each other
at either Brancaster, Burnham, Wells-next-the-sea or Blakeney. 4 pm was meet up time in Cromer by the
pier where the majority had a fish and chip supper at Mary Jane’s. Absolutely enormous. Back at the barns,
Kingfisher came to visit Woodpecker. A nice relaxed evening was had by all. Lots of talking and drinking of
course.
Wednesday dawned grey for our trip on the Bure Valley railway which we need to applaud Brian Lanning
for arranging. A whole railway carriage for our personal use. We left Alysham and three quarters of an hour
later arrived in Wroxham. A 15 minute walk saw us arriving at the quay to go aboard Belle of the Broads
for one and a half hours of relaxation on the Norfolk Broads waterways. A bit chilly towards the end but a
nice experience never the less. One of the highlights of the day was watching Kris being boarded via an
access hoist. Very graceful it was too. This was a no cooking holiday so Wednesday evening saw us all
having a Chinese take away. Another sociable encounter was had as Woodpecker visited Kingfisher and
we did the talking and drinking all over again.
Thursday was beautiful day weather wise. Everybody went separate ways, John and Linda visited long lost
family, a few of us bumped into each other at Blickling Hall, I bought my usual plant to take home ( well
known for it) and once again we met up to all go out later for our last night together meal. It had been
arranged by Andrew at the Wensum Lodge Hotel in Fakenham. Very nice evening few speeches made and
then home to start packing for departure Friday am.
Something a little different to end with. We asked for a paragraph or so of details of what had made the
holiday special for everyone. These are the results .................
Jane and Andrew: Not been to this part of the country before, very pleasant. Lovely lunch with Linda and
John at the Lord Nelson in Burham Thorpe, birth place of the real Lord Nelson. Walsingham was superb
and also Wells-next-the-sea where Andrew and I had a lovely lunch on board a Dutch Klipper called
Albatros.
Annabelle and Chris: Meeting new friends and old and finding a fossilised urchin on the beach and visiting
Kings Lyn.
Pat and Steve: Sitting around in the evening with friends drinking a glass of wine and discussing nothing
in particular. Steve’s best moment was the train trip, going through the tunnel with the smell and noise.

Steve second best moment was the very nice sausage roll he had a Blickling Hall as recommended by Jon
Holt.
Julie and Malcolm: The coastline was varied and easy to explore – it was just quite difficult sometimes to
get near to the sea! We really enjoyed our walk across the marshes at Blakeney and we all managed NOT
to push Kris into one of the ditches either side of the path. We were rewarded at the end of our walk with a
magnificent rainbow. All of the occasions we were together were great fun – meals out, the train trip and
the boat ride on the Boards. The sight of 18 of us squeezed into one small carriage (reserved for the MG
party) was quite something. Our lunch at Blakeney – the Blakeney Hotel, right on the front – proved a hit.
It was a bit like stepping back into a former age of elegance, and we all took a brochure in case we return
for a long weekend! The crab sandwiches were delicious. An excellent holiday in a lovely location, with the
icing on the cake being the company of such good friends.
Jon and Pauline: Pauling and I found it hard to define one moment but in spite of the weather, it has to be
the train trip and boat trip. As we were all there I am sure many will choose this day as being special.
Another special day for us was returning to Duxford Air Museum the Sunday before we all met up at
Piggybacks Barns. We last visited Duxford more than 20 years and during that time many improvements
have been made. As well as additional aircraft in the main building there is also a large section devoted to
land warfare. Far too much to see in one day.
Pat and Ray: (Jon Holt’s sister and husband): Apart from being welcomed into the group, which was pretty
special, Patricia’s favourite place was the shrine at Walsingham. The village itself was very picturesque,
the sun was shining and the shrine was an experience which was quite unique. Rays moment was arriving
at the beach at Holkham, walking to the viewing point and being confronted with a wide expanse of sand,
sea and scrubland bathed in sunlight. It was a truly beautiful sight enhanced by two white horses galloping
across the sands
John and Linda: A trip we were all looking forward to until we saw the weather forecast, but we were very
lucky as it mainly rained overnight with showers and drizzle in the day and it did not put a halt to anything
we had planned. It was the farthest north in Norfolk we has been for years and what a lovely place to be,
the highlight of the trip apart from getting together with an old cousin I had not seen for 45 years was having
a great time with great people in a great place. A big thank you to Julie for sorting out the location and to
Brian for sorting out the train and boat trip, with places like Weybourne, Brancaster, Sherringham and
Cromer all totally different and in the height of summer would have been too busy to enjoy to the full. An
area I will have to visit again I am sure.

All pictures courtesy of Andrew are posted to the MGOC Website.

Cricket St Thomas – MG 2015
Alice in Wonderland Theme
On a bright (but not too sunny) Friday morning, Linda & Nick in Bridget and Bel & David in Buzz set off for
Cricket St Thomas (CST) with only a few splashes of rain on the way.
We arrived at our destination at around 12.30pm and got our room keys. Following a snack, we all went
for a swim, as the evening Champagne Reception was not until 18.30pm. Bel & David had a nap and Linda
& Nick walked around the grounds, which are extensive and beautiful.
After the Champagne/Bucks Fizz was handed around, we were told what was
happening during the weekend. We then headed to the dining room for some much
needed refreshment. The food was very good and after dinner, we adjourned to
the bar/theatre for the first night’s music and entertainment, by the in-house group
called Distinction, with Linda & Nick bopping the night away until around 1.00am.
After meeting up for breakfast on Saturday, Bel & David
decided to go to Montacute House which is a National Trust
property. The house itself is full of interesting paintings and
features and was occupied by the Phelips family until 1911 and
in 1915 Lord Curzon took over the lease, but it fell into
disrepair. In 1931, the house was rescued by Ernest Cook
(part of the Thomas Cook travel company) the purchase
funded by the Society of Protection of Ancient Buildings and
passed to the NT. We were walking around the lovely
landscaped grounds, when Linda & Nick appeared, as it was
a sunny day. They headed off to see other properties in the
area Tintinhull Gardens and Lytes Cary Manor, both of which
they said were lovely

On Saturday evening, Fancy Dress party night was in full force and although it
seemed there was a lot of dressing up, when they were counted, there were not as
many as perhaps it appeared. Linda & Nick did our club proud with two brilliant
costumes, which were a bit of both bought and home-made, getting many
compliments, but that might have been the striped leggings that Linda was wearing!!
Sunday morning was also a nice sunny one, so we all decided to stay on site and
look around. The grounds are really nice and after a BBQ lunch (provided by the
MGOC) we sat and drank some wine, while Welly Wanging, Horseracing, Quoits
and Walking Rugby was being undertaken.

Fancy Dressed cars were paraded at 3.00pm, and although there were not many (about 7) they all had
been very well thought out. The winner was a MGF with a rabbit trying to get into the boot, which had a
trapdoor and a bottle with “Drink Me” on it and although lots looked good, this was judged to be the best
thought out – there was even a Clockwork Orange car, but nobody could work out how that fitted into an
Alice in Wonderland Theme.

Following quite a full day, there was another Champagne reception, with prize giving and our own Linda &
Nick won the Walking Treasure Hunt, by being the first to hand their sheet in with all the correct answers.
We also had the obligatory “mass photo” on the stairs which was nice at the end of the weekend.

The evening entertainment for Sunday were a
group called Sing Baby Sing, who did loads of
Stylistics songs – none of us knew there were so
many!! Sue and James in the photo were just
‘photobombing’ and did not take part in the
singing, but looked good.
Monday morning arrived and it was time to go home – but not before it started to rain – seriously!

We called at Haynes Motor Museum, which
has had a £6 million refurbishment which
finished in 2014. It is wonderful and the
amount of vehicles and the set-up is really
well done – they even had some in honour of
one of our members – wonder who?

It was agreed by those who went, that it was a brilliant weekend, very well run and
sadly because of Fred Robinson’s demise at the end of August, the people who
remained, did a magnificent job. Tim Hipwell has put the 129 photos taken by him
on the website, with the following link for you to view them:

http://www.mgcst.org

Belinda

Basingstoke MGOC Doughnut Run 2015 – Sunday 27th September
Ten cars met at Rownham’s Services eastbound for a nine fifteen start. A prepared route from Robin took
us up the M3 to Winnall then onto the A33 towards Basingstoke. A turn was then made taking us through
Micheldever Village which allowed Colin to soak up the home atmosphere from his childhood then onto
Overton to pick up the B3400 eastwards to the meeting place at Worting House. There we met up with car
eleven from 1009 so overall a very good turnout to compliment the ninety-six other cars, mostly MG’s but
other British classic sports cars as well
The weather was fine and sunny as we
checked in at Registration to collect route
books and vouchers from Nita of Basingstoke
MGOC for a Doughnut and drink at the start
and Burger/Sausage Roll and a drink at the end
of the run.

.

This year the Doughnut Run was called The
Austen Trail as Hampshire was the inspiration
for many of Jane Austen’s novels.

Although not in convoy we agreed to meet for a mid-stop break at The Ship at Bighton near Alresford.

The route took us via Overton, Whitchurch, Micheldever, Alresford, Medstead, Chawton then north again
via Dummer, Oakley and back to Worting House. Overall a distance of sixty miles. Once back the vouchers
for food and a drink were exchanged before prizes and the raffle was drawn. We didn’t win anything from
the raffle but the RV8 did win Best Modern Car on its first event away.

A very successful and well organised event by Nita and the team at Basingstoke MGOC. The day was
sponsored by Beech Hill Garage and proceeds going to the Alzheimer’s Society.

Robin

THIS NEW AREA OF THE NEWSLETTER IS FOR YOU TO OFFER INFORMATION OR ADVICE
FROM EXPERIENCE THAT WOULD HELP OTHER MEMEBRS:

Tyres for MG TF by Robin Plumley
Following a member’s experience with tyres on his MG TF135 I have included a resume of the benefits and
pitfalls, especially of mixing tyres and the adverse handling this generates.
On 25th March 2011, MG Motor indicated on their website http://mg.co.uk/news/2011/03/25/mgtfrecommended-tyres/ an alternative to the availability of the Goodyear Eagle F1 tyres for the MG TF. The
tyre, a GS D2 had become limited in its availability and MG Motor, MGOC, MGCC and other MG TF
interested organisations had an interest in advising MG TF drivers of what might be available as a safe and
effective
alternative.
Other
organisations
expanded
the
news
including http://www.mgf.ultimatemg.com/popups/tyres/GS_D3.htm
http://www.mgfregister.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=7026
The MGOC, although access was for members only.

Tyres associated with the MG TF range were as follows:
15-inch (various alloy
styles)

6J x 15 wheel with 185/55 R15 front, 205/50
R15 rear

16-inch (various alloy
styles)

7J x 16 wheel with 195/45 R16 front, 215/40
R16 rear

The Statement by MG Motor
MGTF RECOMMENDED TYRES
MG are happy to announce new recommended and approved tyres for the MGTF, as an alternative to the
GSD2 GoodYear tyres.
Where the GSD2 is unavailable, MG Motor recommends either the Falken Ziex ZE912 or the Toyo
Proxes TI-R as appropriate. MG Motor has conducted limited testing on these alternatives to the
GoodYear when fitted as a car set. MG Motor currently has no data on extended tyre wear for these
alternatives.
Technical details of tyres tested:·

Front Falken Ziex ZE912 195/45 R16 84V I0123 Extra Load, from Thailand

·

Rear Falken Ziex ZE912 215/40 R16 86W I0123 Extra Load, from Thailand

·

Front Toyo Proxes T1-R 195/45 R16 80V PXT1-R-2 ANH3608 from Japan

·

Rear Toyo Proxes T1-R 215/40 R16 86WPXT1-R-3 ANH3608 from Japan

Important Information:
MG Motor is committed to supporting the customer, so they gain the most from their car and would advise
strongly that tyres should be fitted as a vehicle set.
Once tyres have been balanced and fitted, the car should be checked on a 4-wheel laser alignment
machine against the correct data. This will prolong tyre life and ensure that the car is configured to our
recommended settings. The advice of a reputable tyre specialist and/or MG Motor Approved dealer
should be sought in tyre selection and fitting to suit local conditions and vehicle use.
Mixing tyres across the same axle is not recommended. Mixing tyres front to rear (i.e. having
different tyres on the front axle to the rear) is also not recommended. Although the legal minimum
tread depth in the UK is 1.6mm across the contact patch, tyre manufacturers will advise that wet grip
deteriorates below 3mm. Tyre pressures will be found in the vehicle handbook. 26psi front and 36 psi rear
will suit 135s and LE500. 85th Anniversary cars run 30psi front, 36psi rear.
The info below is taken from http://www.mgf.ultimatemg.com/group2/tyres/ and my thanks for using this
source is acknowledged.
Note from member: It would seem that about 2 years ago Toyo outsourced the manufacture of their
Rear T-1R Proxes tyres to Malaysia. Despite fitting four Toyo T-1R Proxes as supplied to all four wheels
the handling of the car was still suspect. The cause was traced to the rear tyres being manufactured in
Malaysia whilst the front tyres are manufactured in Japan. It would seem the tyres should be all Japan or
all Malaysia manufactured tyres. The issue between the two tyres appears to be the strength of the
sidewalls which is what affects the handling. Check the tyre wall for the country of manufacture.

Introduction: Why worry about tyres?
What is all the fuss about? Why worry about those rather dull looking bits of black rubber that frame those
sexy shiny alloys on your MG? Well, there are some rather good and compelling reasons in fact. Perhaps
most importantly, they form an essential contact between your car and the road. They filter much of the
road surface's irregularities from the occupants by absorbing bumps through the tyre's side wall deflections,
whilst also providing mechanical grip ensuring that you and your car keep on the road through rain and
shine. Depending upon how the tyre is constructed, you will also get varying amount of information being
transferred through to the steering wheel, providing the driver with essential information regarding grip and
road surface.
What tyres are fitted on your MG? Three types of tyre were fitted to our F and TF type MGs as standard
over the 10 years of production from 1995 to 2005. If your MG has 15" wheels, MGFs on these rims were
equipped with Goodyear NCT-3, whereas on MG TF’s, Continental Premium Contacts were specified
(probably because by then, the NCT-3 had become obsolete). In contrast, if you have 16" wheels, then you
were much better served, with standard fitment of Goodyear's unidirectional F1's (the now superseded GSD2 model). Interestingly, the performance of the tyres fitted to 15" rims compared to those fitted to 16" are
poles apart, as you might predict given the positions that each of these tyres hold in the respective
manufacturer's ranges and the difference in price!
Goodyear Touring NCT-3s are the only tyres that MG Rover recommended for the MGF equipped with 15"
wheels - and similarly for the Continental for the TF. Following some reports of ill-handling with similar
specification tyres from other tyre manufacturers, this approach is unsurprising - and MG Rover issued a
warning that no other tyre should be fitted to the car. Largely, this policy is to prevent confusions and
ambiguity- limiting any comeback to MG and to the tyre fitters themselves.
Does this mean that no other tyre should be fitted to the MGF or TF? No - but the story isn't as
straightforward as it may at first seem.
For starters, it must be noted (as mentioned above) that MG Rover themselves specify Goodyear F1 tyres
for MGFs fitted with 16" alloy wheels. So it would be inaccurate to assume that no other tyre would be
suitable for the F on 15" rims. What is interesting, however, is that it would appear that high performance
tyres better suit the mid-engined roadster. This observation was borne out by comments made by Vehicle
Handling Solutions' (VHS) Alan Phillips, who was involved in the development of the MGF and more
latterly TF suspension design. His comment was that all mid-engined cars appear to require a far stiffer
side wall (than front engined cars) to promote predictable and reliable handling characteristics. Indeed,
Toyota also recognised this - and with Yokohama, developed the Advan tyre range specifically for the MR2,
with specially reinforced sidewalls. Unfortunately, Toyota prohibited Yokohama from supplying these tyres
directly to MG Rover for OEM fitment - but this doesn't stop third party applications. But as all Z-rated, high
load tyres use heavily reinforced sidewalls; these are the tyres to search out for use with the MGF and TF.
The Goodyear F1 is one good example - and the Bridgestone S-02 another.
However, Ultra-performance tyres bring with them a penalty: higher weight. Based on vehicle performance,
and weight loadings, MGF/TFs require only a V-rated tyres, and yet ultra-performance tyres have a far
higher speed rating and a Z-rating is typical. This is not a problem per se, BUT because they are engineered
to cope with far higher velocities and often higher axle weight loads, they are also significantly heavier. This
can cause problems with excessive un-sprung weight, which will impact upon ride and handling.
Given that there are so many variables impacting upon a particular tyre's suitability for the mid-engined MG,
how does one go about making an informed choice of tyre? To aid with this process, a group of enthusiasts
conducted a survey - which has revealed some interesting options from a variety of tyre manufacturers.

Recommended tyre sizes
Front

Rear

15" wheel styles

185/55* or 195/50

195/50 or 205/50*

16" wheel styles

195/45**, 205/45 or 215/40*

205/45 or 215/40*

Pressures (MG recommended):

1.8 bar (26 psi)

2.0 bar (28 psi)

•

= Standard tyre size for wheel rim, ** = Standard on front wheels of Trophy 160 and all MGTF

The tyre performance survey 2005
For the average MG enthusiast, it can be frustratingly difficult to get a reliable recommendation as to the
best tyre to buy - a problem compounded by MG Rover's own edict on fitting only specific rubber that may
no longer be readily available. With this situation in mind, a tyre survey was run by ultimateMG.com to
determine the "what's hot and what's not" tyres for the MGF and MG TF cars.
The results are summarised below, in descending order of preference. Only those tyres for which we
have 2 or more responses for are included in the summary list below (and hence the obvious absence of
tyres such as the Bridgestone S-03).
1.

Bridgetone S-02 Pole Position

Rating:

BBS rating: 9.8/10.
Superlative grip, progression and feel. Simply the best.

Sizes: 16" only 205/45 front, 205/45 rear.
2.

Unfortunately now only available for fitment on 16" rims, they have a great
asymmetric directional tread design. Large tread blocks. Very stiff tyre walls, with
a shoulder to help prevent damage to alloys- nice feature! Communication and
progressive on limit adhesion is unparalleled. If you ever had any doubts with
regard to your MG's handling this tyre will restore your faith.
Toyo T-1R Proxes

Rating:

BBS rating: 8.75/10.

Excellent tyres- great dry grip and enough wet grip.
These tyres are the latest performance road tyres from Toyo, a brand
increasingly recognised for offering excellent road tyres at extremely competitive
prices. Usefully, these tyres are available in a range of sizes for both 15 and 16"
rims.
Sizes: 15" rims 195/50 front, 205/50 rear.
16" rims 195/45 front, 215/40 rear

3.

Goodyear F1 GS-D2

Rating:

BBS rating: 8.6/10.
Great looks, great grip, a great tyre.

Available for fitment on both 15" and 16" rims, these tyres come in a variety of
sizes including 195/50 R15, 205/50 R15 suitable for front and rear fitment, plus
215/40 R16 for 16" wheel fitments. Fantastic looks (possibly the sexiest tyres
ever made- if tyres could ever be considered truly sexy!) from asymmetric
Sizes: 15" rims 185/50 front, 205/50 rear. directional tread pattern. Big, wide tread block design clearly designed for
16" rims 195/45 front, 215/40 rear performance purposes.
Good communication of on-limit adhesion, grip is great- especially in the wet.
Unfortunately, availability of these tyres are now starting to become tricky - but
they are worth searching out in the correct sizes (especially for 16" rims - use
195/45 front on all models)
4.

Toyo T-1S Proxes

Rating:

BBS rating: 8.55/10.
Looks good, and grips well in the dry. Great budget buy.

Terrific looking asymmetrical tyre pattern- almost as good as the Goodyear F1 in
fact- praise indeed! Good grip under the majority of conditions, although not so
confidence inspiring in the wet. These tyres have just been replaced in the Toyo
road tyre range by the much improved T-1R, which is probably the tyre to go for.
Sizes: 15" rims 185/50 front, 205/50 rear.
16" rims 195/45 front, 215/40 rear

The Tyre
Advisory/
Disclaimer
section

WARNING: NO NOT MIX BRANDS OF TYRE ON THE SAME
AXLE.

WARNING: IT IS HIGHLY ADVISABLE TO KEEP TO THE
SAME BRAND AND TYPE FOR ALL 4 WHEELS.

WARNING: IT IS HIGHLY ADVISABLE

WHEN REPLACING
TYRES TO REPLACE ALL 4 TYRES AT THE SAME TIME.

The Fisherman’s Haunt
Salisbury Rd, Winkton, Christchurch, Dorset BH23 7AS

The perfect pub for lunch or dinner, we offer a
delightful menu of locally sourced, home-cooked
dishes - including homemade dishes and fabulous
fresh fish. Why not try something freshly smoked
by Russell, our head chef or from our very own
smokery? After a hearty main, you can round off
your meal with one our home-made desserts or
some delightful Jude's ice cream, hand-made
down the road in Winchester.

Contact details:
Tel: 01202 477283
Email: fishermanshaunt@fullers.co.uk
Web site: http://fishermanshauntdorset.co.uk/

Mid monthly meetings are on the third Wednesday of the month and are held at a different pub
within the Southampton & New Forest Area. There is no format, just an evening to catch up with
other members, perhaps enjoy a meal together and chat.
Details of the different venues can be found on the 1009 Web Site Calendar.

Last Month’s caption competition:
• Does ‘MG’ stand for Mardi Gras?
• An unusual identity parade!!
• Wish I was the one taking the picture now.
• MGF20? Which one is 20?

This Month’s caption – photo
taken by Andrew Kettle on the
Norfolk Trip.

Don’t forget to send you photographs in for the website, you can use Shutterfly to download to.

Club Contacts
Area Secretary – Robin Plumley
Address: 14 Applewood Place, Totton,
Southampton. SO40 8WG
T: 07932 648707
E: mgtf160mg02@yahoo.co.uk
E: secretary@1009mg.org.uk

Treasurer - Linda Taylor
Address:13 Plantation Drive, Marchwood,
Southampton, SO40 4YL.
T: 023 8086 0925
E: ltaylor48@btinernet.com

Membership Secretary – Clive Oliver
E: membership@1009mg.org.uk

Webmaster & Interim Newsletter Editor Fiona Sommerville
Address: 14 Forest Gate Gardens,
Ridgeway Lane, Lymington, Hants. SO1 8JG
T: 07979 856518
E: webmaster@1009mg.org.uk
E. editor@1009mg.org.uk

Please remember we volunteer to fill these posts, so if you wish to speak to one of us,
PLEASE ring before 9pm or at weekends, thank you. Further information can be found
on our Website www.1009mg.org,uk

Please use the voting slip below for Member of the Year:

Member of the Year- Please write name of your choice and pass to Secretary by
November mid-monthly.

